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Once the EF50 is in place, set your receiver's gain very low, the most
comfortable setting is to have it muted. This is to prevent the EF50 from
swamping the receiver and overpowering its performance. This way both

antennas can work independently. The performance of the EF50 is similar to
that of a video tuner. With the proper decoder, the received signals will

appear on the screen after decoding the RF signals. The range of the EF50
depends on the length of the coax cable used. There are no frequency bands

or channels that are not able to be picked-up by the EF50. However, some
frequencies are harder to pick-up than others. The closer the receiver is to
the EF50, the stronger the signal and the easier it will be to pick-up. Now,

those of you that will take this and claim that your 20kW rig can't handle this
antenna, I have this to say to you:Take one of those indoor antennas and

attach it to the 40 meter antenna, and I'll bet it will pick up WAY MORE dBm.
Do not fall for the BS that a 1/4 wave radio pickup antenna or a 20,000W rig
will not work with this antenna. Get real. You may say that yours is a 2-3 kW

rig and what? Many of you operate from a 0.5 kW AM rig. For your
information, my 20,000W rig and this 1/4 wave antenna on a 20 meter yagi
pick up equal signal level off the air. I feel that so many people have been

scammed by people using low quality QRP rigs and supposed antennas. This
is not to belittle your QRP rig but to point out what real radio testing is all

about. The New Room Cap is a highly engineered and well designed product.
The Unit is fully built, and assembled using the highest quality materials and
methods. The antenna is manufactured using the latest Duroid and Duroid

Fiberglass materials, components and finish. The New Room Cap is made in
the U.S.A. The Room Cap is able to be fitted with an optional Cable and/or
Satellite tuner to make it the perfect choice for the newcomer or seasoned

operator.
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the ideal azimuth angle is from the window. if you point the antenna in any
other direction, you will receive a weaker signal and you will have to point the

antenna closer to the transmitting station. the angle of the antenna is not
important. if the antenna is not pointing in the right direction, you will receive

a weaker signal and you will have to point the antenna closer to the
transmitting station. that is only the indication that antenna works.the real

comparative results are the measurements done on the test range and
compared to antenna that you claim to be as good or better.another

indication of performance would be to model the antenna in question vs.
standard like full size vertical.another meaningful test would be to compare

roomcap antenna to another efficient mobile antenna like texasbugcatcher or
screwdriver, on the same car, taking field strength measurements.if it is so

good as you claim, normally one would apply for patent and make millions by
selling it. claiming miracles and asking for money to find out what it is, is
fishing for fools.hams are (or were) known to be honest, gentlemen and

willing to share their ideas with others for advancement of our art. looks like
lately we have influx of magicians claiming to outperform real antennas with

some miniatures. so far no winners!good luck.yuri, k3bu, ex ok3bu do you
remember the antenna that came out in the middle to late 70'sit was a dipole

antenna with a specially designed cobra-head thattuned it to any hf
frequency. the swr was virtually flat across allbands from 160 meters to 10
meters regardless of the length of wire.no tuner needed! several companies
bought one and tried todisassemble them. the result was always a mess of
broken parts.x-rays were fooled by the number of parts, but someone was
successfulin taking one apart and yet leaving the actual connected parts of

theantenna together. it turns out the antenna was nothing but a 50
ohmresister surrounded by many useless, broken parts frozen in the

epoxyused to seal and hide the true design of the antenna. i wonder if that
genius is still alive and well 5ec8ef588b
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